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Finding the perfect gift for that special someone requires
both time and knowing where to look - trust us, we’ve
learned from experience! We also know that many people
don’t have time to search high and low for thoughtful gifts
that leave a lasting impression. That’s where we come in.
In 2019, we started a gift catering service designed
to make gifting exquisite and impactful. To do this, we
dreamed up two guiding principles. First, to delight
gift recipients with gift sets full of high quality, Madein-Canada treasures. Second, to champion the female
entrepreneurs who we collaborate with and share their
talents and entrepreneurial stories. The result? A curated
gifting experience that both enchants and sustains.
Initially, what we described as “thoughtful gifting,” is now
known as “gifting the Wonderkind way.”
Fast forward to 2021, and “spreading Wonderkind” has
struck a chord. Our days are filled with tailoring gift sets for
her, him and them. Once the final gift makes its way to its’
new owners’ hands, the circle, you could say, is complete.
Joyous customers, sustained artisans, and (very) busy gift
curators. It is both a thriving community and a flourishing

business ecosystem. Gifting, with purpose.
The benefits of spreading Wonderkind go beyond the
creator-curator-customer ecosystem. Wonderkind annually
donates 10% of all net profits to our charitable partners,
with an annual minimum donation for each charity we
support. Not to be outdone, many of our vendors support
charitable efforts in their own communities as well. A little
purpose goes a long, long way.
Now, amidst the deep freeze, there is hope! Spring
and summer may just be specks on the horizon, but we
can see them and their promise of renewal and fresh
starts. We’ve all been inside for most of the last year, so
in celebration of the coming thaw, we are so excited to
present to you our 2021 Spring/Summer lookbook!
Reach out and spread some Wonderkind to your family,
friends, loved ones and/or yourself (yes, that’s ok too!)
Slow down and luxuriate in wellness and self care.
Take some time and literally smell the flowers! Because
gifting matters, and you have surely earned it.
Wishing you all a lovely, joyful, hopeful and healthy
Spring and Summer!
Shawna & Tara
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Spring Trends
The past year has been unprecedented - dizzying, even. But amidst the gloom,
positives bloomed (yes, it’s true!). Embracing life at a slower pace, reconnecting
with nature and each other. So, enjoy our Spring trends - along with the sunshine,
fresh air and green grass - and indulge yourself (don’t worry, that’s still a-ok).
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Spring and
summer are all
about renewal,
rejuvenation
and fresh starts.
Reinvigorate skin
with soothing,
all-natural bath
salts. This is just
the formula to
cure anyone’s
dry, winter
weathered
and lockdownexhausted skin.

Even if we’re still mostly
at home, Spring is a time to
celebrate. So, get creative with
a nature-inspired drink kit. You’ll
be whipping up some out-ofthis world beverages in no time!
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Bring new energy into your
home office with handcrafted
items such as ceramic plant
holders, and pair them with
fresh air plants.

Heading outdoors? Grab your reusable
travel mug and fill’er up before your
socially distanced walk. Not only will
you enjoy some java on the go, but
a reusable mug is a simple way
to reduce your carbon footprint.

5
Spent some time in the kitchen lately?
Yup, us too! Spring is the perfect time
to refresh your cooking space and
try a new recipe. Visit local outdoor
markets in your area to discover
fresh produce and goodies.
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For Her
Gift Sets

Every Wonderkind gift set* is ecoconscious, carefully wrapped with
care and includes a handwritten
nametag, Women Who Wonder
vendor highlights & a handwritten
note for your giftee.
*One of a kind products may vary in pattern,
colours and flavour. Based on availability.

Canadian
Forest
$199.00
Get lost in the
beauty of nature
with this at
home pamper
set. Including
Canadian brands
& makers Boreal
Folk Apothecary,
Clearview Tea
Company, The
Baltic Club and
Circle & Wick.
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Just a Girl & Her Pup $149.00
For all dog lovers,
this cheerful and
delicious is a perfect
weekender gift set
to add some fun and
pampering for you or
for them. Including
Canadian brands &
makers Lulubelle,
Nos Cabanes, The
Baltic Club, Pluck
Tea, Naturally Sassy
and Blussafron.

Shine

$135.00
It’s time to shine
with this beautiful &
meaningful gift set.
Treat yourself or send
as a gift and remind
her she is unstoppable.
Including Canadian
brands & makers
SheNative, Alicja
Confections & Da Lish.
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Self Love
$264.00
Spoil yourself with this
beautiful gift setting
including self-care and
statement pieces to keep.
Including Canadian brands
& makers Love & Light
Jewels, Pura Botanicals,
Wild Concrete, Femme
Faire & Alicja Confections

Zero Waste
$185.00
This bright & cheerful
zero waste gift
set includes your
daily go to items to
support zero waste
living. With re-usable
and compostable
packaging. Including
Canadian brands
& makers kerAMikk,
Atoca, Local Soup Girl,
Suzy’s Beeswraps,
and Diana Coatsworth.
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Zodiac
Birthday
$179.00
Send her some birthday
wishes with this charming
birthday gift set including
her zodiac sign. Including
treasures to wear, keep,
smell & eat! Including
Canadian brands & makers
Wild Concrete, White
Feather Designs, Lamb &
Kiss, Alicja Confections
and Light + Paper.

On the Go
$549.00
Curated for women
on the go these
luxury items designed
with timeless style
and products kick
start to your busy
day Including
Canadian brands &
makers Wearshop,
Cela Skin Care, Taran
Marlow Jewellery
and Java Roasters.
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MAKER HIGHLIGHT

Love &
Light
Jewels
WHO
These days (especially these
days), we’re all trying to stay
positive. Lucky for us, Love &
Light Jewels spreads good vibes
far and wide. A modern, mindful
gemstone and crystal lifestyle
brand, founder Tia Sutherland’s
company is grounded in love,
spirituality and enlightenment.
All her handmade products gemstones, home decor pieces
and self care items - are infused
with reiki energy. With a new
season upon us, there is no
better time to infuse some fresh,
vital verve into your life!

WHY
“My purpose was, and
still is, to spread beauty,
happiness, love and
light across the globe,”
Tia says. As we emerge
from hibernation, eager
for sun-soaked reunions
(soon, we promise), we
couldn’t dream up a
better motto to live by.
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WHAT
This past year’s been a
golden opportunity to slow
down and enjoy what brings
us peace. Love & Light’s
beautiful Druzy bracelets
will bring a sense of dreamy
calm to your life, with
natural healing properties
promoting relaxation and
stress relief. To boot, each
handcrafted bracelet is
unique - none are alike.

HOW
That old saying - “you are the
energy you give off” - still
rings true. Self care, especially
now, is so important - this
Tia knows. “It wasn’t until I
really dug deep within myself
and paid close attention to
my own self-wellness, that
Love & Light Jewels exploded
into the amazing brand it is
today,” she says. “When you
take time to heal and nurture
yourself, everything else falls
into place.” Indeed.
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Lake Life
$320.00

Curated for Lake Life and for those who love the cottage and great outdoors.
Including Canadian brands & makers Bonnetier, Infinite Glassworks, Wild
Prairie Soap Company, Coal and Canary and Alicija Confections.

For Him
Gift Sets
10

Every Wonderkind gift set* is ecoconscious, carefully wrapped with
care and includes a handwritten
nametag, Women Who Wonder
vendor highlights & a handwritten
note for your giftee.
*One of a kind products may vary in pattern,
colours and flavour. Based on availability.
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Peanuts &
Chocolate
$149.00
Celebrate him with this
unique and delicious gift set.
Including Canadian brands &
makers Abiding Citizen, Gorp
World, Infinite Glassworks
and Alicja Confections.

The Jimmy
$155.00
Let the celebrations
begin with this
charming gift set.
Including Canadian
brands & makers
Handsome & Lace,
Jimmy Tony’s,
Nightwood Studios,
Gorp World &
Georgian Chocolate.
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Mr. Handsome
$99.00
Send this charming trio to
a gentleman and let him
know you are thinking of him
Including Canadian brands
& makers Handsome & Lace,
Maison Apothecare and
Provisions Food Co.

Whisky on
the Pops
$289.00
When congratulations
are in order! Celebrate
him with this charming
and vintage inspired
cocktail set and savour
the moment. Including
Canadian brands &
makers Artech Studios,
Handsome & Lace,
Eatable, Lithologie and
Jimmy Tony’s.
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I Am Canadian
$165.00

Celebrate Canada & Celebrate Him with this fun and memorable
gift set. Including Canadian brands & makers Artech Studios, Virgin
Mady, Wild Prairie Soap Co., Rock Coast & Infinite Glassworks.
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MAKER HIGHLIGHT

Handsome & Lace
WHO
Since founding
Handsome & Lace in
2010, Keira Morgan
been handcrafting
timeless, one-of-akind accessories from
up-cycled and vintage
materials. Keira’s
design accessory firm
is now one of the city’s
hottest. So, naturally,
Handsome & Lace is
just the spot to snazz
up your outfit and step
into Spring, stylishly.

WHAT
The Floral Pocket
Square is the
accessory that makes
a statement. Keira
finds the best parts
of salvaged fabrics
and weaves them
into her pocket
squares and neckties.
Straddling the line
between high fashion
and casual cool has
never been so easy.
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WHAT
Haven’t seen friends
in a year? The Floral
Pocket Square is the
accessory to wow them
when you do. Keira
finds the best parts of
salvaged fabrics and
weaves them into her
pocket squares and
neckties. Straddling
the line between high
fashion and casual cool
has never been so easy.

HOW
Spring and summer are
synonymous with “wedding
season,” and that time of year
is pivotal in how Handsome
& Lace creatively sustains
itself. “Wedding season is
my favourite time to be a
designer,” Keira says. “People
have really fun and beautiful
- even outlandish - ideas they
want brought into reality for
their special day. Getting to
work with starry eyed people
on stunning designs is my
whole world.” Amen to that.
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Wellness

Gift Sets

Thinking of
You $209.00
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Every Wonderkind gift set* is ecoconscious, carefully wrapped with
care and includes a handwritten
nametag, Women Who Wonder
vendor highlights & a handwritten
note for your giftee.
*One of a kind products may vary in pattern,
colours and flavour. Based on availability.

Curated with intention to send some cheer and compassion to lift
another’s spirit. Including Canadian brands & makers kerAMikk, Clearview
Tea Co., The Roam Series, Nightwood Studio and Local Soup Girl.
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Yoga &
Gratitude
$115.00
Arrives in a chic,
re-usable canvas &
black tote. Machine
washable. Including
Canadian brands &
makers Two Sisters
Naturals, Serica,
Printed Matter
Paper, Cacao Now
and Pluck Tea.

De-stress
$249.00
It is time to de-stress
with this calming gift
set including products
to help you unwind
and compliment
your daily routine.
Including Canadian
brands & makers Pine
Flora, Harvest Pillows,
Blussafron, Pluck
Tea, Lamb & Kiss and
Simple Pantry.
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Eco-living On
the Go $149.00
Eco living made simple with
this delightful and sustainable
gift set. Including Canadian
brands & makers Artech
Studios, Suzy’s Beeswraps,
Atoca and The Baltic Club.

Energize
$185.00
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This cheerful
gift set will
brighten your day
and perfect to
uplift the home
office. Including
Canadian brands
& makers Drops
of Gratitude, Julie
Richard Ceramist,
The Baltic Club,
Pluck Tea and
Made By Bees.
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Market
Ready
$185.00
You are market
ready and in style
with this bright and
cheerful gift set.
Including Canadian
brands & makers
Studio on 10th,
Printed Matter
Paper, So Delish,
Made By Bees and
Lemon Aide.

Replenish your
spirits with this
beautiful and
soothing gift
set. Mindfully
curated for self
care. Including
Canadian brands &
makers S wálwen
Botanicals, Shiny
Soul Creations,
Femme Faire and
Clearview Tea Co.

Wild Rose
$225.00
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WHO
S wálwen Botanicals is an
Indigenous skincare brand
rooted in British Columbia’s lush
forests and stunning landscapes.
Founded by ethnobotanist
Leigh Joseph of the Squamish
First Nation, S wálwen offers
a slew of sustainably sourced
organic oils, nourishing plantderived butters and steam
distilled essential oils. Informed
by traditional plant knowledge,
Leigh’s products all bear a
Squamish name to honour their
origins. Taking self-care to the
next level, these ethical, allnatural skincare products will
breathe new life into your skin.

MAKER HIGHLIGHT

Skwalwen
Botanicals
20
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WHAT
Take time for self care with S wálwen’s Wild Rose
Collection. Settle in and pamper yourself with a
hydrating facial oil; enjoy bath salts to rejuvenate
body and mind; apply a soothing salve to
winter-battered skin. When we emerge (and we
will), you’ll look–and feel–better than ever.

WHY
S wálwen’s skincare line was
dreamed up as far more than
the sum of its parts. It is all
natural skincare, connected
to ancestral traditions while
offering a luxurious alternative
to harsh chemicals, parabens
and synthetics.

HOW
How does Leigh create skincare products that honour her
heritage while invigorating your skin? First, she does what many
of us have only recently re-discovered - she immerses herself in
nature. Kids in tow, Leigh carefully and ethically harvests her raw
material, before processing and creating. A practice combining
nature, respect for tradition, and community. Yes, our skin reaps
the benefits. But in the bigger picture, we gain even more.
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Kitchen
Parade

Perfect gift for the housewarming wishes, aspiring chefs & foodies. Including
Canadian brands & makers Lynnliana Serveware, Abiding Citizen, Provisions Food
Co., Belinda Love Lee Paperie, Local Soup Girl, So Delish, Studio on Tenth and
Maison Apothecare.

$265.00

Celebrate

Gift Sets
22

Every Wonderkind gift set* is ecoconscious, carefully wrapped with
care and includes a handwritten
nametag, Women Who Wonder
vendor highlights & a handwritten
note for your giftee.
*One of a kind products may vary in pattern,
colours and flavour. Based on availability.
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Will you be my bridesmaid?
$230.00
Send a bridesmaid gift to sweep your bridal party of
their feet with this vintage inspired gift set. Including
Canadian brands & makers Ellemairco, Femme Faire,
Coal and Canary, Moonrox, Da Lish and Quest XO.
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Engage
Adventure
$349.00
In celebration of their
next adventure, job
promotion or retirement
this gorgeous gift set is
one the will remember &
keep. Including Canadian
brands & makers Artech
Studios, Jane Roos
Gallery, Eatable and
The Crushed Crystal.

New Parents
$229.00
This gift set is full of all
the delightful necessities
new parents can use at
home, paired handcrafted
keepsakes. Including
Canadian brands & makers
Two Sisters Naturals,
Belinda Love Lee Paperie,
Julie Richard Ceramist, Java
Roasters, Coal and Canary
and Local Soup Girl.
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The
Engagement
$199.00

Send your well wishes and congratulations to the newly engaged couple with this
beautiful gift set they will remember. Including Canadian brands & makers Abiding
Citizen, Belinda Love Lee Paperie, Eatable, Coal and Canary and Eleanor Rosafelt.
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MAKER HIGHLIGHT

Abiding
Citizen

Craft Beverage Company

WHO
“We are regular people who
wanted to serve our friends
great drinks,” says Chad
Friesen of Abiding Citizen,
the Winnipeg craft beverage
company he co-founded with
his wife, Teri-Lynn. These
two food & drink aficionados
have concocted a signature
line of shrubs and bitters
that quickly went from
passion project to successful
business. The Friesen’s secret
is simple - follow your palette
and go with what tastes
good. Suffice to say, they
know what they’re doing.

WHAT
The Luckygirl is a perfect
Spring/Summer thirstquencher. Take relaxation
to the next level with this
tart, sweet and refreshing
cocktail, the ideal ending
to a breezy outdoor stroll.
If inclined, serve it dry by
swapping out gin with
4oz of sparkling water.
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WHY
Abiding Citizen seeks
to transform cocktails.
Their raison d’etre that every drink tastes
delicious. Lucky for us,
that determination to
make each drink one to
remember is the perfect
excuse to slow down,
unwind and enjoy the
warm weather.

THE LUCKYGIRL
Ingredients:
2 oz Gin
1 oz Abiding Citizen
Lemon Lime Shrub
1/4 oz Abiding Citizen
Rich Simple Syrup
20 Drops of Abiding
Citizen Lavender Bitters
Lemon Zest and Mint
for Garnish

HOW
How does Abiding Citizen keep cocktail hour fun, even if we can’t leave the
house? By going virtual, of course! “It’s not quite the same, but still allows
everyone to connect,” says Teri-Lynn. “For the holidays we even created our
own cocktails at home and then did a swap with a few others so we could
try everyone’s creations.” And that is how you have a good time!

Directions: Pour gin,
shrub, and syrup into a
shaker and shake with
ice. Strain into prepared
coupe glass. Top with
lavender bitters and
garnish with lemon zest
or mint sprigs.
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Corporate

Gift Sets

Every Wonderkind gift set* is ecoconscious, carefully wrapped with
care and includes a handwritten
nametag, Women Who Wonder
vendor highlights & a handwritten
note for your giftee.
*One of a kind products may vary in pattern,
colours and flavour. Based on availability.

The Zoom
$265.00
Curated to add some
inspiration and tranquility
to the office space. This
beautiful personalized
gift set includes one of a
kind items made to keep.
Including Canadian brands
& makers Printed Matter
Paper, kerAMikk, Pluck Tea,
Cela Skin Care, Pine Flora
& The Roam Series.
28
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Eco-living On
the Go $149.00
Eco living made simple with
delightful and sustainable
gift set. Including Canadian
brands & makers Artech
Studios, Suzy’s Beeswraps,
Atoca and the Baltic Club.

Soar
$145.00
To new beginnings,
homes and promotions
it’s time to soar. Send
your well wishes
and congratulations.
Including Canadian
brands & makers
Artech Studios & Frost
Bites Syrup Co.
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Booked Off
$175.00
Curated to inspire a
weekend of reading &
relaxation. Including
Canadian brands &
makers The Baltic Club,
Karen Gunner Leather,
The North Fence, Pluck
Tea & kerAMikk.

The Executive
$350.00
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Curated for the
busy executive
where handmade
and sophistication
come together.
Including Canadian
brands & makers
Printed Matter Paper,
Rouge Cerise, North
Fence and The
Crushed Crystal.
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Andre's Desk
$125.00

Welcome a new team member with this personalized gift set or send as
an appreciation gift. Including Canadian brands & makers Printed Matter
Paper, Julie Richard Ceramist, Java Roasters and Alicja Confections.
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MAKER HIGHLIGHT

Printed Matter Paper
WHO
In our hyper-digital world,
putting pen to paper can feel
rebellious. To Printed Matter
Paper founder Wendy Smith,
it’s bred in the bone. “From
an early age,” she says, “I was
scribbling in diaries, passing
notes in class and coveting
my parents’ special stationery
collection.” That childhood
obsession has grown into
a paper powerhouse,
championing the power of
correspondence to celebrate
life’s magic moments.
From unique and colourful
notepads to professional
business cards and stationary,
Wendy’s got you covered.

WHY
Wendy’s business is a gateway to mindfully hitting
pause. “My mission,” she says, “is to encourage people
to live in the moment. We have a lot to be grateful for
and we need to slow down and recognize this.”

32
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My mission...
is to encourage
people to live
in the moment.
WHAT
We’re all waiting for life to return
to normal, but until it does, it is
important to count our lucky stars.
Hence Printed Matter Paper’s
delightful Mini Note Block, a daily
reminder to jot down what you’re
most thankful for. We can do this.
One...day...at...a...time!

HOW
Wendy’s early start-up mantra
applies to our current situation.
“Take it day by day and don’t lose
sight of the big picture,” she says.
She’s right - before we know it, we’ll
be frolicking (safely) in the fresh air.
Naturally, Wendy’s been thinking
about that, too. Her business only
works with sustainable, energyefficient printers to protect the
environment. “We plan to be a part
of the solution - not the problem.”
TM
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Gifting the
Wonderkind Way
Wonderkind is a Canadian gift catering service that curates one-of-akind gift sets for all life’s moments, occasions & corporate events. We
are a diverse supplier and certified members of the Women’s Business
Enterprise. (WBE)
Every gift set is hand crafted and items are thoughtfully selected
from over 100 female-led Canadian businesses. This is our Women Who
Wonder community in which we collaborate, highlight and share their
entrepreneur stories. All products are Made in Canada.
Wonderkind is honoured to partner with three Canadian charities,
Second Harvest Food Rescue, Dress For Success Toronto & Opportunity
International Canada. 10% of annual net profits are donated to our
charitable partners.
Because Gifting Matters.

Tara & Shawna
Founders + Creative Directors
Wonderkind.ca
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4 Ways to Gift
1. QUIZ EXPERIENCE
Take our short online gifting
quiz for you or your giftee. A
SURPRISE one-of-a-Wonderkind
will be hand curated and shipped.

2. SHOP
Shop from the Wonderkind online
catalogue including pre-tailored gift
sets for you to browse and purchase.

3. GIFT CODE
Send a Wonderkind gift code
to your recipient and they can
experience the quiz and choose
their theme. We will ship to the
address you provide at checkout.

4. GIFT CATERING CONSULTATION
We are here to discuss your gifting
wishes and upcoming events.
Contact us for a complimentary
gift consultation today!

SAY HELLO...
Tara Cochrane tara@wonderkind.ca
Shawna Pereira shawna@wonderkind.ca
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Testimonials
“Wonderkind is the type of gifting service the world needs right now! In a world
that is oversaturated with products, I love how each product in the gift sets are
unique, Canadian and supports female entrepreneurs

Rebecca Wise,
Creative Director & Owner, Event Wise

“Wonderkind selection has so much
variety and so many special touches handwritten notes and hand-delivered.
We really appreciate the opportunity
you provided us to give our thanks at a distance!”

Tracy Sicard

“We love Wonderkind not only
because it creates a unique gifting
experience, but because of their
meaningful business model, supporting
women-owned businesses, product of
Canada and local charities.”

Jennifer Roney

TuesdayAfternoon Media Inc. (TAM)

Senior Manager,
Brand & Creative Strategy,
Staples Promotional Products

“Wonderkind is my go to for all
things gift giving. The brands they
choose are luxurious, ethically produced
and one of a kind. I have featured them
on National television multiple times
because I want everyone to experience
the magic and ease that is Wonderkind.
They make something that CAN
be stressful, really fun & special.”

“We are thrilled that Wonderkind
is making successful inroads in the
marketplace. Their mandate meshes
with our mission and is now a part of our
family of women-focused industries.”

Meredith Shaw

Joy Parker Blackwood
Northern Lights Aero Foundation

Radio & Television Host, Bell Media
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